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WE LIVE IN AND WITH NARRATIVE. We breathe it consciously and unconsciously just to 
get through the day. Most of my days, spent in the rarefied air of the museum world, revolve 
around the narratives that dwell in the microcosm of the objects (each with its own peculiar 
tale) and in the macrocosm of exhibitions (each with its own theatrical environment). Above 
and beyond that, there is also the museum's metanarrative, which is to show people how design 
shapes and affects their lives everyday. Our job at the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design 
Museum is to reconnect the textiles, wal lpapers, books, plates, glasses, posters, jewelry, appli-
ances- the hardware and software of past lives-to the present. It is the same job that every 
storyteller faces: to create a credible sequence of ideas that visitors can relate to and check 
against their own lives. By definition, every narrative, 1 would argue, from the most prosaic 
fairy tale to the most oblique work of art, is completed by the reader, the viewer, the customer -
or it doesn't succeed. 

After a century whose hallmark may be the disruption of narrative, indeed the 
attempted erasure of pictorial a nd linear narrative, we are closing the century devoting an awful 
lot of energy toward reviving the form . In 1998 the Museum hosted The Architecture of 
Rt!aMuranu: Duigning thi! DiJnt!y Theme Parlw, an exhibition organized by the Canadian Center 
for Architecture in Montreal. I think that the clue to narrative's new-found popularity is nestled 
right there in the title: reassurance. Walt wanted it. He missed small-town America, particularly 
his childhood home of Marceline, M.issouri. So he re-created it in Anaheim and in Orlando and 
posthumously in Paris and Tokyo. In effect, he developed what could be called a compensatory 
narrative. Just as Los Angeles was inventing suburban sprawl, Disney invented the small, small 
world of Main Street as a security blanket to soothe postwar nerves. Judging by the escalating 
success of his corporate offspring, we apparently still crave this brand of reassurance. 

Is it a case of the lin de siecle shakes? M.illennial misgivings about the alienating 
affects of our rebellious modernist past? Places like Seaside, Florida, the new/old small town 
·that was the set for The 7i'lllnan Show, and Celebration, Disney's very own real Florida town, 
would suggest so. Note the narrative behind the logo Pentagram designed for Celebration. It 
looks to me like the Coppertone Girl was li fted off the Florida beaches and transplanted to 
streets of Robert A.M. Stern's suburbia. This street sign, which is everywhere you look in town, 
signals that this is a family-values kind of place. And not just by the image of the little girl bik-
ing, but through the Victorian conceit of the silhouette. It says this is a safe place. Though once 
she turns 14, she may find herself banished to the perimeter of town. When I visited in February 
of 1998, I took my own bike ride and, on returning the rental, noticed that Muzak was playing 
outdoors in the deserted center of town. When I asked the owner of the bicycle shop, "why the 
Muzak?", he explained that it was to keep teenagers away. As head of the merchants associa-
tion, he assured me that the unwelcome demographic segment had its own turf on the edge of 
town and the studies had shown that the Muzak would be sure to drive them there. After all, the 
image of childhood innocence projected by the Celebration logo is not directed at the girl it fea-
tures, but at her parents. 

Mind you, Celebration is no sophomoric exercise in nostalgia. It is, in fact, the most 
sophisticated apotheosis of nostalgias. With great savvy, the architects a nd planners have woven 
multiple narratives from a broad range of times and places on the streets of w hat may be the 
most documented subdivision since Levittown. Michael Craves' Art Deco movie theater inhab-
its the same community as Stern's crescent of townhouses a Ia Bath, England, which are uptown 
from Phi lip Johnson 's version of Schinkel's museum of a ntiquities in Berlin, reborn as an 
American town hall. 
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What is conspicuously, and delibe rately, missing is any new architectUJ·al narrative that might 
disrupt the tibe r-story that this town was always here. T he point of a ll the period pieces is to 
reassure buyers tha t this is not a risky investment. T hough, in fact, they are gambling on the 
success of a rela tively new and p roblema tic phenomenon in our democracy: the corporate-gov-
erned community. Unlike othe r company towns, th is one is not intended fo r employees but lor 
independent citizens. In the end, Celebration is a deft casting of architectural genres as charac-
ters in a na rrati ve desig ned to deliver the sense of control and security we seem to long lor. 

l f w e want reassurance in rea l estate, we especially want it in cyberspace. We arc all 
weary from hearing that the breadth of possibilities posed by digital technologies has unleashed 
waves of unease and confusion a mong the masses. But if you can bel ieve what you read in the 
papers, this unease a fO icts a ficionados as well as novitiates. The New >1wk 'li"me,1 has run stories 
about the increasing frequency with w hich therapists a rc encountering computer-related anxi-
e ties amo ng the p ro fessio nal class of users. Every software upgrade brings its own minor 
t remors of anxiety, and computer viruses threaten us like latter-day plagues. 

IT IS CLEAR THAT T H E N E W M E D I A has adopted the strategies of narrative to 
make it less forbidding, even more to the point, less boring. Advertising masquerades as infor-
mation on the Web. It is populated by home pages for a new breed of transients, and corpora-
tions arc constantly in search of content providers. We've got this hot property, begging for ten 
ants. As my friend S tephen D oyle reminded me, it's scary when the person we used to call the 
author is now commodified as a "content provider. " To use his metaphor, it's like calling marsh-
ma llow-makers bag-fille rs. Clearly, designers don't wan t to be bag-fillers, or even to fac ilitate 
bag-fillers. Designers are authors as well as ed itors of their realm. And that is why conversations 
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about new media inevitably seesaw between plot and structure. We have to contend not only 
with appetites for straightforward storytelling, but also with audiences conditioned to absorb 
simultaneously transmitted messages, layered information. 

It would seem that our divorced aesthetic parents are seeking reconciliation. On one 
side of the family tree is the modernist mother-of-invention-with roots in analytical cubism, 
Dada, and surrealism-who eschews the single voice, the single perspective. On the other, the 
realist father-of-convention, who edits the world in favor of concision and cohesion as an anti-
dote to the unruliness around us. (Actually, speculation has it that they briefly reunited back in 
the 1980s and spawned an illegitimate child in Tibor Kalman's twisted vernacular.) 

But the rift is still unhealed. Most of my informal research tells me that the paternal 
forces of rationality and linearity gained considerable ground in the 1990s. But there may be 
hope yet. You can now purchase random prose generating software called McPoet that bills 
itself as "da-da ware." Peter Schjeldahl, writing for the Village VoU:e in 1998, announced, "Gang 
way for surrealism." He welcomed the re-emergence of its spirit on the grounds that today "eco-
nomics, politics, science, technology, academe, the law, and really, just everything, is conspiring 
to humiliate the personal truth. Our residue of unpredictability is being distilled into managerial, 
demographic, and ideological units ... Human spirits are starting to revolt against a society that 
has been reducing the credit of human toward zero."' This, to my ear, is the ultimate 
cautionary note about narra tive, or narratives so tight that there is no room to breathe in them. 

The specter (or more likely, the reality) of being demoted from the dubious stature of 
citizen-consumers to mere "units," leads me to believe that the craze for narrative may simply be 
a new benchmark in consumer capitalism. Do we sell more products if we tell better stories 
about them? Hallmark thinks so. Their 1998 annual leadership forum scooped the subject on 
the conference circuit. They called it "Storytelling." We call it-with telling ambivalence-nar-
rative. They are concerned with how to integrate stories into their "personal expressions" prod-
ucts-cards, both digital and print; gifts; the gamut. It was not a conference about how to write 
better jingles or greetings, as much as it was about how to build in more cultural specificity, 
more audience niches with products that telegraph personally to each card buyer, by pulling in 
everyday experiences (read stories) into their words, images, and iconography. Hallmark's 
rationale is tha t they are not a product-driven, card-driven business, but a customer-driven 
business. 

IS T H ERE ANY 0 T H E R KIN 0 , Y 0 U MAY ASK? The fact is that the practice of 
documenting and studying those customers, using the tools of the anthropological and behav-
ioral sciences and all manner of qualitative and quantitative studies, has become increasingly 
commonplace. In recent decades, fairly clinical business tools-focus groups, marketing, and 
demographic studies-have merged with standard, if sometimes softer, design development 
practices such as intuition, observation, prototyping, and modeling. What has blossomed is the 
cult of the user/consumer/citizen, depending on your bias. Companies started knowing so much 
about us from endlessly watching us that the logical next step was to use our stories in develop-
ing and enhancing brands. So we hear less about cars, planes, and trains and more about the 
experience of traveling- a time to rest, a time to read, a time to flirt, a time to network. Each 
experience-each of those verbs- implies a story for the consumer/commuter to imagine-a 
story to be engaged in, to reassure her that her purchase has value beyond the sticker price, 
which of course it should. But the danger is that the design of the material artifact, which in the 
end is what we're stuck with, will be short-shrifted when all the energy is poured into the refine-
ment of its fiction. 
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And indeed, these stories are increasingly weighted on the editorial side of the coin. T he J. 
Peterman catalogues come to mind as pioneers in this realm. Rather than just imply a fantasy 
about safari-hunting, as Ralph Lauren does in his ads, they lavish us w ith the ki nd of' vignettes 
so famously parodied by Elaine's urban sombrero on Seinfel/J. Rest assured that this li teral bent 
of mind has not gone the way of last seasons' sitcoms. I recently opened my New Yorker to find 
"Absolut Irving." Gone is the signature bottle disguised in a woman's corset or hairdo. II ere you 
have a roughly 500-word paean to the power of Absolut Vodka to conjure memories of apres-ski 
sexual escapades - kinky escapades that involved drinking the juice from a comely German 
girl's navel, written by none other than the novelist John Irving. As advertising goes, banishing 
the image of the actual product (even its mere silhouette) is old hat. Even Absolut Irving's . 
diaristic tone - the Proustian madeleine in a bottle-is not especially new. 

What i.1 different is the inclusion of a fu ll plot: boy meets girl skiing (actual ly two 
girls, but I'll spare you the details) , boy disables foot (on a broken shot glass, natch) and 
receives intimate off-slope attentions from said German schusser. Furthermore, it all seems to be 
a flashback, which he recalls fondly-but with no regrets now that he is married with two chil-
dren- from his Lexington Avenue co-op every time it snows. This is not an advertorial of the 
usual sort; it is completely dependent on the carrot of conventional narrative, where something 
is withheld till the end. No matter how trite, you stay with the randy guy to find out how he 
sowed his oats and turned out to be a normal consumer-i.e., just like you. The pu ll of narrative and 
the strength of the sales pitch is in its reflection of our own idealized existence. Or, as in this case, 
someone else's whom you may or may not care to admit to knowing, but nonetheless recognize. 

Another author, one more to my literary prejudices, Don DeLillo, describes the ulti-
mate power of narrative in White Not'.!e . In the words of the Salinger-esque protagonist of the 
novel, "stories have no point if they don't absorb our terror."' Admittedly, most of us don't deal 
in terror on a daily basis but we do a lot of coping with the small heebie-jeebies of our relatively 
pampered lives. H ence the rage for talk radio, fo r talk TV, and those burgeoning shelves of sel f-
help books, reassuring us tha t we're not a lone. 

If you've noticed, even L.L. Bean holiday catalogues manage to sl ip a story in 
between the sleeping bags, a story with the imprimatur of a byline to distinguish it as bonafide 
prose. In "Skiing with Wi llie," parental insecurity takes a break from toilet training and private 
school admissions and turns to coping with todd lers on skis. The plot goes something li ke: don't 
worry, after a few spills and chapped cheeks, you'll be able to have your cake and eat it too, your 
kid w ill love it and you'll get your time on the slopes. Yes, get that little tike skis for Christmas. 
And, of course, the piece is subtitled "Getting to the 'Yes' Moment." 

Before I get carried away with consumer-cynicism, I should point out, in all fairness, 
that on the flip side of selling-of-the-experience is a genuine effort on the part of designers to 
look beyond the venal ity of the objects that end up on catalogue pages. They offer an alterna-
tive, more a ltruistic use of the detailed information that corporations gather about us. This is the 
designer as the consumer's guardian angel. Ayse Birsel may have taken the highest road on this 
treacherous moral mountain. She enlisted author Dan Worsley to set up a writing workshop for 
office workers before she and Bruce Hannah bega n a commission to create new office environ-
ments for Herman Miller. In the 1997 issue of Innovation, she reported that the stories written 
in that workshop brought out attitudes toward work that could never have come from conven-
tional site visits and interviews. Here was the holy gra il of authentic personal experience. Birsel 
reversed the role of fiction in her design process. Instead of using it as a veneer after the fact, 
she a llowed it to e licit the facts.3 And everyone knows that good fict ion is truer to li fe than 
straight reportage. 
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Even Philippe Starck, the ultimate design auteur, is the champion of the people these days, 
though he is more prone to depend on poetic license than practical research. On the occasion of 
the launch of his new bathroom line, he declared, with utopian ardor, that "it's not the beauty of 
the washbasin but the inner beauty of the person using it."< George Nelson would be proud, he 
who wrote that design "can not transform a dark brown little life into a brightly colored one-
only the person living the life can do that."' This self-effac ing shift from faith in the product to 
faith in the end user is another important key to the drift toward narrative. 

THERE ARE INTERESTING P AR AL LEL S with the fate of the author/text and 
designer/product in the past century. It strikes me that the reason narra tive is especially seduc-
tive at the moment has everything to do with the very forces that tried to bury it or at least 
rethink it. We have just weathered several d ecades of structuralist, post-structuralist, and 
deconstructivist claims that the text is subservien t to the reader's interpretation. It became 
endangered as ephemeral and incidental, the same way products are now peripherally posi-
tioned as part of the personal experience. 

Terry Eagleton in his text, Lilt:rary Thlory: An ln/roduclion reminds us that: 
(WilEN] STRUCTURAL IST CAME ALONG, TilE ROMANTIC PREJUDICE TIIAT TilE POEM 

[SUDSTITUTE TilE LITERARY FORM 01' YOUR CIIOICE II ERE], LIKE A PERSON, IIARDORED A VITAL 

ESSENCE. A SOUL WIIICII IT WAS DISCOURTEOUS TO TAMPIOR WIT H , WAS RUDIOLY UNMASKED AS A 

AIT OF UNDISGUISED TIIEOI.OGY ... DEEP STRUCTURES COULD BE DUG OUT OF MICKEY AS 

WELL AS S IR Pill LIP SIDNIW, ANI) NO DOUBT T il E SAM!': ONES AT TIIAT ... 6 

Or M ickey Mouse and Philip Johnson. 
Add a healthy dose of multiculturalism to the autopsy of literature we call criticism, 

compound it with millennia! suspicions that we are not alone in the universe, and we seem to 
have come to the consensus along with the creators of The X-Filu that "the truth is out there" 
and it's up for grabs. 

Likewise, psychotherapy, our century's other pet preoccupation, is concerned with 
the degrees to which we fall back on "socially constructed behaviors" as truths in defiance of 
present social realities. Hence, the narrative of the inner child. privileging of nurture over 
nature suggests that we have more control over our lives, or at least that we want the illusion of 
it. For if the nurturing wen t wrong, well, maybe with persistence and money we can fix it. 
Maybe we can redesign our lives. At the very least we can write new scripts. Whether we can 
follow them is another matter. 

As the critic Mark Lilla has observed, "People who believe it is possible to 'get a new 
life' w ill not be overtly concerned by the suggestion that all truth is socially constructed."' 
Indeed, that premise is fodder for artists s uch as Cindy Sherman, whose work questions the 
narrative of personal identity. I Ier remarkable transformations of her body and face operate on 
our ability to both summon up the movie reference of her djsguise, and knowingly wink at its 
fa lsity and revel in its resonance. The complexity of Sherman's ironies were echoed in the work 
of' appropriation a rtists who li terally lifted art of the past into their own conceptual framework 
and hung it on gal lery walls in the 1980s. What had begun with pop art and Andy Warhol was 
resurfacing again. Artists' ironic use of recognizable imagery, be they Brillo boxes or B-movie 
stars, was reshelving the image stock houses after their banishment by the various incursions 
and recursions of abstraction. 

T hese explorations on the margin, these Oirtations with forbidden pictures, were 
paralleled by work of' designers such as Alexander Girard, the Eameses, and Robert Venturi 
and Denise Scott Brown, w ho in their own way delved into the vernacular stock house of the 
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real world. While their work was more about transformation than appropriation, my instincts 
tell me that the work of these designers, along with the aforementioned artists, paved the way, 
for better or worse, for today's acceptance of the kind of literal narratives - the ubiquitous them-
ing of today's restaurants, amusement parks, malls, subd ivisions, and even c ity centers. But 
against this back drop of spoon-fed literality, there must be room for complexity, faith in the 
reader/viewer's innate ability to navigate narratives whether they are presented through multi-
media, through print, through architecture, or through art. 

WE CA N TA KE CO MF ORT IN THE FACT THAT THE TENSION between linear 
and complex narratives and our worries about the audience's part in the process is hardly new. 
These same questions were posed at the Living Surfaces Conference in 1998. What happens to' 
authorship when texts can be navigated non-linearly? What is the role of an interactive and par-
ticipatory audience? How can stories be told dy namically? These same questions are also 
addressed in the seemingly remote context of Lew Andrews' very readable and enjoyable schol-
arly treatise, Story anJ Space in Renai<Mance Art: The Re/JLi·th of Contimwu<J Narrative. Andrews sets 
out to understand "why continuous narrative flourished in the age of one-poin t perspective, 
w hen by all accounts it was supposed to disappear." He is curious as to why, after this momen-
tous invention, fifteenth-century pain ters still portrayed several events occurri ng simultaneous-
ly, with the same character showing up more than once within a single picture. How, for exam-
ple, could Masacio depict St. Peter performing two different miracles in two d ifferent towns in 
the same frame ? 

Apparently, scholars have held fo r years that this episodic formal was a medieval 
hangover from Gothic painting, exemplified by Giotto's compartmentalized story of the life of 
Chri<Jt in the Arena ChapeL in Padua. Andrews tells us that the prevai ling argument has been that 
a gothic painting rolled off like a film before the observer, relying on the intellectual movement 
of the viewer instead of the mechanical movement of the projector. "Renaissance pictures, by 
contrast," he says, "were tailored for a simultaneous viewing ... dictated by one-point linear per-
spective .... The eye ... remains stationary, and the picture is taken in at single glance, simultane-
ously ." Sequential storytelling was to have evaporated once the march toward realism had 
begu n - a march stopped in its t racks at the turn of the last century. It is Andrew's position that 
the inclus ion of narrative action, occurring over time, was not a retrograde conceit or a bad 
habit in Renaissance painting. Rather, single-point perspective now provided a stage upon 
which several events could play out over time simultaneously. Sound familiar? Andrews writes 
of such paintings, "perspective space gives rise to many sorts of settings, small pockets of space 
or vast panoramas, all having a kind of temporal resonance, demanding, in effect, to be explored 
and ins pected over t ime ... employing the full cooperation of imagination and memory. 
Viewing .. . is presumed to be an active process, a kind of devotion."" 

We a re still so condit ioned to the lixed point perspective-the see-it-at-a-
glance/take-it-in-whole mode of looking and reading -so accustomed to sound-bite communi-
cations, that narratives less than Aristotelian in their structure, closed and finite, are still novel. 
Like the paintings Andrews writes about, the success of a ny complex na rrative structure is 
dependent on the willing participation of the viewer/reader. Seeking out the events in a painting 
or on a computer screen builds the sense of cumulative d iscovery that keeps you from looking 
away or shutting down. In the words of a rt critic Dave H ickey, "it's not so much what we do or 
what even happens, it's the way th ings overlap and intersect" that matters.9 The real beginning, 
middle, and end is not in the plot or the content, but in the path of pursuit. 
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Of course, it goes without saying that there must be something worth pursuing, something tan-
talizing us to spy those intersections, to make those connections, to think. Few Web sites or CO-
ROMs carry the keys to the kingdom that paintings of the Passion and lives of the saints did. 
The question is: will we derive psychic and spiritual nourishment from our private devotions on-
line, on-screen? Despite the rhetoric about new cyber communities, the experience is still more 
like going into the confessional box than attending Mass - which may account for the glut of 
diaristic, narcissistic sites competing for attention out there. This is an intimate environment. 
You have to be physical ly close to the screen, unlike watching television, or sitting in the pews of 
a movie theater, the high church of narrative. 

So maybe clues to engaging the viewer can be found in the relationships we have 
back in the intimate object world of our personal possessions. Our collections-be they Tucker 
Viemeister's toothpaste tubes from around the world or the Museum's collections of wallpapers, 
textiles, furnishings, and furniture - all contain narratives. The magic they hold over us is partly 
in their material and aesthetic properties and partly in the way we become attached to them. 
Even if we don't know the provenance or identity of a particular piece, we can be drawn to it by 
its resonance in appearance or shape with things we already love. It may be unfair to compare 
the tangible with the intangible, the static with the changing, but I think that what makes people 
listen to their favorite music, watch their favorite movies, play their CD-ROMS, and visit their 
favorite Web si tes over and over again is the same impulse that draws them to material things. 
They are extensions of our identities-our narratives-simultaneously pre-programmed by 
genetics and open-ended by chance encounte rs. It strikes me that there is too much concern 
about the lack of control of the new na rratives when we should be thinking about the ideas 
within the narratives. After all, we're not bag-fillers, we're marshmallow-makers. Whether you 
toast them or melt them in hot chocolate makes no difference, as long as you don't lose your 
taste for them. 

TO BRING MY OWN NARRATIVE TO CLOSURE, I offeraglimpse intothecollec-
tions of the National Design Museum in hopes that the potency and complexity of narrative in 
many media will have relevance for multimedia. 

An eighteenth-century printed textile, La Balon de GonuJe, documents a factual inci-
dent: an unma nned balloon, launched from Paris, landed several miles away in rural Gonesse. 
In the textile, terrified vi llagers are attacking what they thought was a "monster from the sky" 
with their pi tchforks and the local priest has been called in to perform a n exorcism. A less event-
ful night, carrying human passengers, is also recorded in the same textile. We are reassured, in 
case there was a doubt, that the monste r is tame. The real point of the story is that the new tech-
nology is under human control. 

In a seventeenth-centu ry Portuguese lace, the calligraphy of linen threads delicately 
delineates the rathe r gruesome biblical story of Judith and Holofernes. In a tale of feminine 
bravery and wiles, Judith , a beautiful Jewish widow, pretends to abandon her besieged city and 
manages to get herself invited to the tent of the attacking Assyrian general, Holofernes. She Rat-
ters him with predictions of Assyrian victory, lulls him into a drunken stupor, and lops off his 
head, turning the tables of the battle. We are reassured that the righteous s hall prevail and that 
all 's fair in love and war. 

Chess pieces from a I 922 Soviet chess set known as The &JJ and the Whitu, or "The 
Communists and the Capitalists," are poised to reenact the battle for the free world. A White 
q ueen spills a cornucopia of coins, a White king stands for death, a Red king is garbed as a fac-
tory worker. A Red bishop poses jauntily in a Red army uniform, a worker bound by chains is 
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the pawn of' capitali sm while the Red pawn works happily as a harvester. It is a particularly 
charming restaging of the defining struggle for control of the twentieth century. 

Lastly, there is the mother of a ll narratives: the panoramic wallpaper - or the 
"scenic" as it is known in the trade. These papers, the block-printed equivalent of' surround-
sound, covered the four walls (and sometimes even the doors) of a room. Cupid and P.1yche tells a 
love story between mortal and god. The myth, and the neoclassical style of its rendering, was 
hig hly popular in France in the early nineteenth century, when the paper was produced. The 
narrative of Grecian democracy was laye•·ed into the nan·ative of the new French republic, and 
also, of course, our own in the United States. 

Each of these narratives have undergone permutations over time, not because they 
have been morphed or a ltered in a ny way, but because our reactions to them have. Now that our 
designs and their meaning can be changed w ith a keystroke, it seems dangerously as if the driv-
er has handed the steering wheel to the passenger. And this sensation of veering out of control is 
precisely w hy we are constantly dissecting, repairing, and reinven ting the art of storytell ing. For 
a ll its supposed instability, multimedia's unpred ictability may well be its greatest virtue. It cer-
ta inly has the potential to be a critical remedy to the manipulative brand of nostalgic fictions 
that threaten to smother American culture today. 
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